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Foreword
Michael Perreau
Director General, United Bible Societies

Inter-confessional collaboration is of utmost importance to the global

Church today.
In the last 70 years, Bible Societies have witnessed and welcomed trends
toward collaboration and consultation among diverse Christian faith communities. Theological dialogue has taken place between almost all major
church traditions, and worldwide Christian bodies have become forums of
reciprocal learning and respect. Such environments of empathetic theological understanding have prepared fertile soil for countless ecumenical scripture translation projects and distribution initiatives.
All of us, as faithful Christians, find ourselves rooted in and shaped by
certain church traditions. This book recognizes the profound reality that
across these traditions, the Bible unites us all. Within its pages, you will
be blessed by the reflections of respected scholars from a variety of church
traditions. Through these valuable offerings, we can all gain a greater understanding not just of our differences, but of our rich shared inheritance.
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As I write these lines, I have three hopes for this book. First, I hope
it will serve as a primer for all those who engage in the work of building
relationships, understanding and collaboration between church traditions
and bodies. Theological understanding, and an appreciation of the richness of diverse languages and liturgies, is a valuable investment in walking
the journey of institutional cooperation. When Paul arrived in Athens, he
took the time to learn about the perspectives of those around him. He
approached the people of that city by sharing common understanding with
them, and demonstrating, as he did so, that he cared for them and spoke
their language (Acts 18:16-26).
Second, I hope that this volume will develop in us a fresh hunger for
the original book that is being discussed within its pages. A respected Bible
Society leader, Eric M. North, wrote around a century ago, “The greatest
barrier to the world-wide distribution of Scriptures is the inadequate use
that vast of numbers of Christians make of them.” That barrier remains
to this day. In fact, reading the Bible alone and together is a powerful step
toward the fulfillment of the prayer of Jesus - “May they be one.” May the
centrality of scriptures be not only in our theology but also within our daily
practical lives.
Finally, I hope this book will contribute to the understanding of the
invisible Church which is united across ecclesiastical boundaries and across
time and space. This body is universal, and is based on the teachings of
Christ and of the apostles. This Christian church has an unapologetic focus
on the other, on the neighbour, and on the fellow believer, as an expression
of one’s own faith. Christian faith in the New Testament is never an individualistic journey. The pages of this book are an incredible testimony to
how much our traditions share in common, and each chapter continues to
awaken the reader to that marvel.
May this rich and valuable work bless you, and bless us all as the global
body of Christ.
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